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OverviewOverview

 Motivation. QCD and heavy-ion collisions.
 Transport coefficients. 
 Low temperatures, chiral theory.
 High temperature, kinetic theory.
 Intermediate temperatures, sQGP.
 On the role of defects in hydro and QCD.
 Conclusions.
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For the details of the simulation see   P. Buividovich, T.K., M. Polikarpov PRD 86, 074511
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Anomalous effectsAnomalous effects
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Hydrodinamic equations: Anomalies:

T.K. and I. Kirsch, PRL 106 (2011) 211601 + PRD 85 (2012) 126013  
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Cold pionsCold pions
Gauged WZW action

 

  

 

Anomaly:



  

Cold pionsCold pions
Gauged WZW action

 

  

 

Let us study the       condensate. Then, naively, we have the currents



  

Cold pionsCold pions
In the presence of rotation we get a nontrivial topology, since the condensate is, 
in general, curl-free (the condensate velocity is a gradient of a field).

This modfies the Maurer–Cartan equations, e.g.

the bulk currentsthe bulk currents
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Cold pionsCold pions
In the presence of rotation we get a nontrivial topology, since the condensate is, 
in general, curl-free (the condensate velocity is a gradient of a field).

This modfies the Maurer–Cartan equations, e.g.

the bulk currents

... and induces a vector current along the vortex (string)

anomaly inflow:

the bulk currents



  

Temperature dependenceTemperature dependence
Temperature dependence can be obtained from the tadpole resummation.
The pions are excited thermally with the Bose-Einstein distribution

T.K., Phys.Rev. D89 (2014) 105012.    See also M. Lublinsky and I. Zahed, 0910.1373

Renormalized currents:



  

High temperaturesHigh temperatures
The fraction of condensed phase becomes smaller, vanishing above the critical 
temperature. The total vorticity is transferred to the normal phase.

where Fukushima, Kharzeev, Warringa (2008)
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Insight from the latticeInsight from the lattice

 Chiral properties are described by near-zero modes

 Spectrum of the Dirac operator 



  

Insight from the latticeInsight from the lattice

 Chiral properties are described by near-zero modes
 There are two separated parts of the spectrum at intermediate 

temperatures!

 Spectrum of the Dirac operator 

gap!



  

Why "superfluidity" ?Why "superfluidity" ?

Curl-free motions

Normal motions

Energy

We will not consider any spontaneously broken symmetry!



  

4D ''Bosonization''4D ''Bosonization''
The total effective Euclidean Lagrangian for QCD×QED reads as

Here θ is a result of a gauge-invariant bosonization of the low-lying fermionic modes 
with finite cutoff Λ and gauged U(1) axial symmetry. The transformation parameter 
becomes a dynamical axion-like field. The cutoff has a physical meaning.



  

Hydrodynamic equationsHydrodynamic equations
Considering EOM for the Minkowski effective Lagrangian and 
only the color-singlet states, we obtain:

Total electric current

Energy-momentum tensor

Axial current

4-velocity of
the normal component

Chiral anomaly coefficient

Electromagnetic fields

Josephson equation, defining
The axial chemical potential through
the bosonized low-lying modes.

Similar to the superfluid dynamics!

 

 



  

Constitutive relationsConstitutive relations
Solving hydrodynamic equations in the gradient expansion, we 
obtain the constitutive relations:

Energy density

Pressure

Charge density

θ „decay constant“

Dissipative corrections
(viscosity, resistance, etc.)

  

 

 

Notice the additional current



  

PhenomenologyPhenomenology

An additional electric current induced by the θ-field:
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PhenomenologyPhenomenology

An additional electric current induced by the θ-field:

 Chiral Magnetic Effect (electric current along B-field)
 Chiral Electric Effect (electric current 

transverse to E-field and to both normal 
and superfluid velocities)

 Chiral Dipole Wave (dipole moment 
induced by B-field)

 The field θ(x) itself: Chiral Magnetic Wave 
(propagating imbalance between the number of left- and right-
handed quarks) T.K., Nucl.Phys. A913 (2013) 243 



  

Fractal dimensionFractal dimension

Our result: d = 2 ÷ 3
and after cooling d ~ 4

d = 1: monopoles

d = 2: vortices

d = 3: domain walls

d = 4: instantons

P. Buividovich, T.K., M. Polikarpov PRD 86, 074511



  

Chromodynamic spaghettiChromodynamic spaghetti
Still, the physical meaning of θ is not clear. It might be a field propagating along the 
percolating vortices (keep in mind d=2..3) without dissipation. We can test the color 
conductivity of QCD by solving the YM equations.

We switch on a constant chromomagnetic field B 
along the 3-rd spatial direction

solve the YM equations for the 
transverse components

and obtain the Abrikosov lattice of color-superconducting
flux tubes. Fermionic zero modes will travel up and 
down along the Abrikosov vortices, depending on their
chirality.

M. Chernodub, J. Van Doorsselaere, 
T.K., H. Verschelde, 
Phys.Lett. B730 (2014) 63 
and arXiv:1401.5974



  

ConclusionsConclusions

 One should take into account low-dimensional 
defects, when dealing with rotation.

 The temperature corrections to the transport 
coefficients come from the statistics for the light 
chiral degrees of freedom.

 QCD in the range of temperatures Tc < T < 2Tc  can 
be described by a (non-conventional) chiral 
superfluid.

 The low-dimensional defects can also appear in 
QCD and ''trap'' light fermions.



  

Thank you for theThank you for the

 attention! attention!
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